CASE STUDY

Harrison Grierson Case Study
About Harrison Grierson
With 130 years of experience, Harrison Grierson is regarded as one of New Zealand’s
leading engineering and design consultancies. Known for bringing innovative solutions
across a range of projects, Harrison Grierson strives to provide measurable services that
enhance natural, social and built environments.
Being a driving force across four key market sectors - Land and Buildings, Water and the
Environment, Utilities and Transport - it was integral for the company to have an efficient
backup solution that ensured the protection and accessibility of important project
documents. Being a reputable organisation with future-focused outcomes, it was in the
best interest of Harrison Grierson and their clients for this to be a focal point moving
forward.
With concerns surrounding data integrity and retention, Harrison Grierson believed it
was the perfect time to look towards a holistic Backup-as-a-Service (BaaS) model, that
would restore confidence in the storage of project plans and important data.

The Challenge
Harrison Grierson was in the middle of an extensive digital transformation journey, and
while reviewing their incumbent system it was highlighted that data held in Softsource’s
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) environment was protected, but not every point of
data across each branch was in the IaaS environment. This raised concerns that site
servers and Hyper-V hosted VM’s that were still running locally had no backups.
·

Moving from legacy backup
With reliance on legacy backup solutions, it was important for Harrison Grierson to move
towards modern and sophisticated storage technology. The headache of managing daily
backups and tape units was putting strain on an already stretched IT department.

·

Productivity
Taking the time out to do manual backups with specific tapes was leading to a loss of
focus on core business initiatives, and over time was costing Harrison Grierson more
expenditure across labour.

·

Cost
Between expensive outlays on backup tapes to paying an off-site company to pick
them up weekly, the company sought a better solution that could centralise storage
and give staff greater autonomy over their project data.

“With concerns surrounding
data integrity and retention,
Harrison Grierson believed it
was the perfect time to look
towards a holistic Backup-asa-Service (BaaS) model, that
would restore confidence in
the storage of project plans
and important data. ”

The Solution
Softsource was asked to review Harrison Grierson’s backup environment and make
recommendations on how it could be improved. Softsource studied every aspect of the
landscape including data in-cloud services such as Microsoft Office 365 and the IaaS
environment to see if the backups were suitable. A major gap in the existing strategy was
found, which led to the deployment of Softsource’s BaaS solution.
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“We met with Softsource and discussed the current issues we had and the outcome
we wanted as a company. Softsource went away and digested everything and came
back with an online solution. This allowed us to reduce cost, reduce labour and get
rid of headaches – with a fully managed service.”- Shabiya Jahan - Business Solutions
Manager, Harrison Grierson.
Softsource’s BaaS solution offers on-site managed appliance with 30-days on local disk
and online backup services. The data is then replicated to the Softsource Data Centre on
a nightly basis, with end-of-month tape sets returned to Harrison Grierson for long-term
archiving purposes.
“As an engineering company, backup is very important to us. There are certain
documentations we must keep forever. We had to make sure project plans were stored
in a certain way – if someone needed it on the day, they needed to be able to access it.”
Shabiya Jahan - Business Solutions Manager, Harrison Grierson.
This comprehensive monitoring solution removed the uncertainty of faulty backups/
tapes and the administration time required to execute the implementation and
management of in-house backup systems.

The Results
Softsource’s BaaS solution was quickly deployed and removed the pressure from
Harrison Grierson to develop an in-house backup system. Through a fully managed
service, there was no requirement for them to upskill, and their IT team could focus on
day-to-day operations with peace of mind knowing company data was safe. Another
immediate benefit was moving from a traditional CAPEX costing model to an OPEX
arrangement, which greatly improved financial flexibility while also helping them
transition to a more agile IT environment.

“We chose Softsource for
their experience. With a great
understanding of set-up, they
streamlined the deployment
process and assisted us
with the strategy of our
business goals.”
Shabiya Jahan
Business Solutions Manager,
Harrison Grierson

“We chose Softsource for their experience. With a great understanding of set-up, they
streamlined the deployment process and assisted us with the strategy of our business
goals.” Shabiya Jahan - Business Solutions Manager, Harrison Grierson.
The new solution gave autonomy to Harrison Grierson employees through a 30-day
backup system, which allowed them to restore documents in their own time. With
total access to online storage and 99.9% availability, Softsource simplified day-to-day
actions, supported new acquisitions and improved accessibility across their backup
environment.
“We have peace of mind knowing our fully managed backup solution sits with experts,
and it’s well looked after. We work on very large files and if something gets corrupt, we
simply request to restore it. It gets done very quickly and we’ve had no issues, the team
at Softsource are always on top of it.” Shabiya Jahan - Business Solutions Manager,
Harrison Grierson.
From backup with fast recovery to long-term data and cloud for retention, Softsource
enhanced Harrison Grierson’s IT environment and removed headaches with a fully
managed service.
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About Softsource’s
Backup-as-a-Service
Softsource’s BaaS solution is an
affordable and fully managed
service that gives organisations
comprehensive support across
their data. As a fully customisable
service, it can be tailored to suit
your business’s budget and
storage needs.
Get in touch with Softsource
today for more information about
BaaS and how we can modernise
your data and backup strategies.
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